Abstract: Future applications of robotic technologies will involve interactions with non-expert humans as machines will assume the role of companions, teachers or healthcare assistants. In all those tasks social behavior is a key ability that needs to be systematically investigated and modelled at the lowest level, as even a minor inconsistency of the robot's behavior can greatly affect the way humans will perceive it and react to it. Here we propose an integrated architecture for generating a socially competent robot. We validate our architecture using a humanoid robot, demonstrating that gaze, eye contact and utilitarian emotions play an essential role in the psychological validity or social salience of Human-Robot Interaction (HRI). We show that this social salience affects both the empathic bonding between the human and a humanoid robot and, to a certain extent, the attribution of a Theory of Mind (ToM). More specifically, we investigate whether these social cues affect other utilitarian aspects of the interaction such as knowledge transfer within a teaching context.
Introduction
While they targeted initially industrial environments, robots have gradually been introduced in society. For instance in the fields of entertainment [1] , education [2] , health care [3] , house-care [4] , environmental monitoring [5] , as well as social contexts [1, 6] . This shift from industry to society requires robots to interact more closely with humans. Despite the impressive demonstrations of sensorymotor integration in the domains of leg-based locomotion [7] , autonomous vehicles [8, 9] or telepresence [10] , the level of perception, cognition and adaptability to new and unpredictable situations is still a big challenge. This especially hampers the deployment of robots in social environments that are characterized by complex dynamical interactions that depend on the hidden mental states of other agents [11] .
A fundamental difference in the previous use of robots (i.e.: robots in factories or assembly lines) is that they are now required to operate in a human aware manner, thus, they have to perceive and act so that they become part of the social context. The challenge in designing social robots is to correctly identify and consider various factors that affect the interaction depending on the application domain [12, 13] . The applications of robotics involving communication between humans and machines are becoming closer to a human-human interaction as robots' bodies are anthropomorphizing and their behaviors are generated to mimic those of humans [6, 12, [14] [15] [16] . Indeed, research has shown that the behavior of the robot affects humans' actions and perception [2, [17] [18] [19] [20] making clear that the human's experience of an interaction with a robot depends on tiny behavioral cues.
In the case of service robots deployed in public places, these behavioral parameters are often arbitrary chosen by the robot programmers. As a result, such platforms are usually more robust and with repeated behaviors, but lack adaptability. In laboratories, more adaptive approaches are employed to automatically tune certain behavioral parameters, often by using human-based models [21, 22] . The developmental approach of epigenetic robotics is targeting the long term acquisition of skills: by allowing the robot to autonomously explore its situated body [23] or by taking advantage of the observation/imitation processes involving other agents [24] [25] [26] .
Whichever approach is taken, robots allow (and force) developers to consider social interaction as a complex handling of different communication channels, therefore enabling highly controllable conditions that could not be explored in human-human interaction (e.g tuning of eyes saccades and gazing model, body language, facial expressions, etc.). In such conditions, psychological concepts that appear to be an integrated stand-alone process (shared attention [27, 28] , physiologically constrained behaviors such as the occulo-vestibular reflex) can be decomposed into very distinct components that require highly reliable modeling and synchronicity. Social interactions imply a fragile equilibrium of perception and action which requires expertise and can be difficult to master even in humans [29] . As healthy and socially functioning humans, we take for granted many behavioral cues such as eye-contact or gaze avoidance during spoken dialog, emotion based modulation of our facial expressions or prosody, regulation of proxemics with others.
As robots become more and more autonomous, the algorithms controlling their behavior should be tuned so that their actions produce human-like communicative effects. Moreover, social interaction is not defined by an exhaustive set of rules. Thus, communication should originate from the robot itself as a response to a given context, and should include the partner's state, the robot's own state and the physical environment they share. A social robot's actions and decisions must therefore include the partner's actions and goals. In that sense, a social robot needs to be able to acquire and maintain a global world state that includes the internal state of the robot and that of other agents. This representation is important because it allows the robot to select the most appropriate action with respect to its own self and others. For this reason, part of the cognitive architecture we propose, models those representations of self and other, allowing for the development of social agents in the context of fluent peer-to-peer interaction.
The paper is organized as follow: we first provide the theoretical background of social agency in humanrobot interaction. We then ground our definition of a social agent in psychology and summarize the minimum behavioral components a social robot should have. Based on those requirements, we propose an implementation of the Distributed Adaptive Control (DAC) cognitive architecture [11] that allows for the development of socially advanced/assistive agents. We explain both the theoretical and technical concepts underlying the DAC framework using a humanoid robot. We demonstrate how the DAC architecture allows us to achieve successful social interactions between humans and robots and how it can be used as a tool to systematically study the effects of different social features and behaviors. To test the implementation of the proposed architecture, we devised a set of interaction scenarios where we modulated the behavioral complexity of the robot. In this study, we assessed which parameters influence the perception of the robot by untrained human partners. As a result of this study, we isolated the gaze model, facial expressions and speech of the robot as key parameters modulating the partner's perception of the robot. To further investigate the role of those specific cues regarding the modulation of empathic responses, we adapted and recreated Milgram's experiment [30, 31] and replaced role of the actor with a robot. Finally, we developed an educational scenario to measure how those social cues can affect knowledge transfer and engagement generated by a robotic teacher.
Social robots
What is important in human-robot interaction? Do people interact with robots or machines in a similar way to how they interact with their peers? Interacting with machines is not new. We have been interacting with computers for more than almost two decades. Reeves and Nass [32] ground the social aspects of human-computer interaction, claiming that people tend to treat non-human interactive mediums as if they were real persons. But do the same rules apply when the computer is embodied, and furthermore, if its appearance resembles a human being? Although there are great differences between computers and robots, they appear to share common concerns [33] as they both aim to mimic human communication and are concerned with complex processes such as language or reasoning.
We define a social artefact as a system that can identify other agents, infer their internal states that pertain to their behavior and react accordingly. To establish the principles of social interaction with artefacts, Dautenhahn [34] proposed the following models:
i. Robot-centered HRI: a robot is an autonomous entity that pursues its own goals based on its drives, emotions and motivations. The robot interacts with humans in order to satisfy some of its needs (e.g.. social needs).
ii. Human-centered HRI: a robot can fulfill a task in a manner and behavior that is acceptable and comfortable to humans. iii. Robot cognition-centered HRI: a robot is intelligent, being able to take decisions as part of a task performance.
The problem of social robotics that we are targeting here embraces all three cases. In addition to act in an acceptable way for humans (Human-Centered HRI), we want the robot to be perceived by humans as a peer. To do so, humans need to view the robot as an entity having a sense of self, as they do. One requirement is that they perceive the ability of the robot to pursue it's own goals (RobotCentered HRI) and that the robot, in turn, perceives them as doing so. The internal state of the robot needs to be expressed through action and expressions in order to be perceived by humans. However, such an internal state composed of needs and emotions is not enough for the robot to be considered as a peer, as humans perceive such attributes in a broad range of animals. A robot should have internal states, express them according to its human partner's conventions, but it should additionally express a human level of reasoning on facts and long-term planning (Robot Cognition-Centered HRI). Given all those abilities, it may be possible for a human to consider a robot as a peer.
Here, we will mainly focus on the two first levels of interaction by 1) embedding an agent with an internal model that is expressed; 2) monitoring if this expression affects how the agent appears as socially acceptable. An agent must show social competences to be able to interact with humans in a meaningful way. Humans have evolved to be experts in social interaction. So far, most attempts to develop social behavior in robots followed an anthropomorphic route. Like for animated characters in movies, face, voice and gestures of the perceived robot are tuned to be an echo of those expressed by humans. Humans attribute agency to simple entities (e.g. screens) provided that they obey specific spatio-temporal regularities consistent with the necessary contingency and contiguity conditions of causality [35] . It seems paradoxical that humans so easily come to social inferences -"the attribution of mental states is to humans what echolocation is to bats" (Dan Sperber quoted in [36] p. 207). Indeed, since the 1940s, a large body of work has shown the propensity of humans to make social judgements, even concerning perceptual events that comprise simple geometric shapes [37] and other objects [38] . For example, humans attribute causality to interacting shapes on a screen to explain their behavior [39] . This causality can also be applied in the social domain: if the robot's social acts make sense, a human observer would label them as originating from a social model maintained by the robot [32, 40] . Social behavior cannot be uncoupled from the ability to socially perceive. One needs to represent the other's perceptions, needs and actions, to interpret them and to consider how those could be affected by his own actions before producing a social act. The simulation of those effects on the other requires a representation of the self and how actions can affect it. To support social perception, the following question needs to be addressed: how can the analogy between the self and other transcend the confines of the specific and different modalities that they are based on (i.e proprioception/interoception versus exteroception)? We propose that the minimal functional requirements for a social robot include:
i. intrinsic needs to socially engage; social autonomy:
successful interaction needs an agent that is motivated to interact with others. ii. ability of social perception: the agent needs to recognize and identify other social agents and establish communication in order to achieve interaction. iii. an action repertoire that can support communication and social interaction: the robot will be able to manipulate objects, produce linguistic responses and essential dyadic actions including pointing, gesturing, gaze and emotional expression. In a dyadic humanrobot interaction, action will follow a specific structure based on a range of skills that support interaction [34, 41] . iv. the ability to distinguish self and non-self: by realizing a "Phenomenal Model of the IntentionalityRelation" (PMIR) [42] v. the ability to evaluate how the self is situated in the world (non-self): by assessing whether the self's needs and goals are satisfied and using this as a motivation to act. vi. the ability to infer the mental states of other social agents and to use this understanding to inform action: by attributing a Theory of Mind (ToM) to others, the agent will be able to explain and predict their desires and behaviors [43] .
Several of those requirements rely either on the ability to perceive the internal state of the other or sharing the robot's mental state with the observers. These processes will play a crucial role in the success of specific robotic applications as they will create or strenghten an empathic link or a social bond between the user and the robot. In this context, the cues that are most directly available to perception are body postural information (gestures, gait), facial expressions and gaze [44] . The body stance and facial expressions give a straightforward insight regarding the emotional state of an agent [45] . Intentional gestures and gaze account for the understanding of the surrounding world, and it can be a sufficient parameter for people to attribute the robot with awareness of its environment and intentionality.
In dyadic interactions, the gaze of agents has a direct influence on others' actions [46] [47] [48] and can therefore be considered an important communication channel, especially in robots whose spoken language is still limited. While extensive research on gaze has been carried out in humans [47, 49, 50] , it also gained a lot of importance in the robotic community due to the fact that the gaze of robots can accurately controlled and tuned [46, 51, 52] . Gaze can be a purely perceptual process that guides attention to the environment, and a communication channel among agents through eye contact and gaze "pointing". In the case of social interaction between humans, it is difficult to control and separate those two behaviors; however, the use of robots allows us to do so. From an utilitarian perspective, the combination of gaze, gestures and facial expressions allows humans to better understand the behavior of robots [53, 54] by making the internal state of the robot transparent. However, in order for the robot to make efficient use of those cues, it is required that we understand how each of them should be specifically controlled for sharing the mental state of the machine in an anthropomorphic way. By investigating systematically the different communication channels available to a social artifact, we can define the best way for it to express its internal model, so that humans can perceive it as the reflection of their own.
DAC: cognitive architecture
The Distributed Adaptive Control, DAC, is a theory describing a biologically grounded cognitive architecture. It organizes the generation of behavior horizontally around four tightly coupled layers of control (somatic, reactive, adaptive and contextual) and vertically through three columns representing the main functions of the perception of the world, representation of self and generation of action (Figure 1) . The architecture foundations were established in [55] ; it evolved and it was gradually validated through robotic implementations [56, 57] , expanded to capture social aspects of the biological beings interaction [58, 59] and has given rise to a successful and novel approach towards rehabilitation that is being deployed in clinics today [11] . The architecture is self-contained, meaning that its knowledge representation arises from the interaction of the agent with its environment. Such attributes make this architecture more adaptive compared to other architectures such as ACT-R [60] , a cognitive architecture that is meant to model human cognition at the process-level [61, 62] or Soar [63] which is more concerned about higherlevel functions than low level cognitive fidelity.
Figure 1:
The Distributed Adaptive Control (DAC) theory of mind and brain architecture graphically represented. DAC proposes that the mind is organized in layered control structures (Somatic, Reactive, Adaptive and Contextual) tightly coupled together. Across layers there is a columnar organization regarding processing the states of the world (left, red, exteroception), the self (middle, blue, interoception) and action (right, green) that mediates between the first two. See text for further information. Image adapted from [64] . DAC, as a biologically grounded cognitive architecture, proposes that any brain has to answer four questions in order to generate actions that would ensure the How of survival: Why (motivation for action), What (objects in the environment), Where (location) and When (action timing). These questions form the H4W problem [11] . However, as the world we live in is inhabited by other agents, organisms have also to answer to Who (agency, understanding of hidden states of other agents) in fine forming the H5W problem [58, 59] . DAC suggests that the unifying phenomenon that would allow us to understand the brain and to build it in artificial agents is consciousness, the result of dealing with the H5W problem. Functionally, DAC aims at providing an artificial body (i.e a robot) with the ability and motivation to act and survive within its environment and can drive a more integrated approach towards advanced machines.
The what and the where arise mainly from the interpretation of the sensory stream: the perception of the world (left column) interprets the sensory inputs into gradually abstract constructs that are, at the contextual level the constituent elements of the episodic memory of the agent. A similar gradient occurs in the self-representation column, where the brain needs to first assess the motivational states that derive from the organism's physical needs and prioritize them so that goals can be defined. Again, the different levels on the vertical axis represent different levels of spatio-temporal abstraction: as the agent is able to monitor larger parts of its past knowledge, it is able to predict the evolution of the world state and to plan its actions (the right column). The Somatic Layer defines the body itself: exosensing of states of the environment, defining needs and actuation through control of the skeletal-muscle system. The Reactive Layer supports the basic functionality of the Somatic Layer in terms of reflexive behavior. Every behavioral system is homeostatic but also regulated by an integrative allostatic loop that sets the priorities and hierarchies of all the competitive homeostatic systems. The Adaptive Layer employs mechanisms to deal with the unpredictability of the world through learning: the organism tries to minimize prediction error between acquired and encountered states of the world based on Hebbian learning [65] . It extends the predefined need reducing sensory-motor loops of the Reactive Layer with value dependent acquired sensor and action states. Finally, the H5W_Alpha combines sequences of Adaptive Layer defined sensori-motor states with goals in a value dependent way. Basically, it develops the state-space acquired by the Adaptive Layer to generate behavioral plans and comprises systems for short, long-term and working memory. Goals are defined by the drives that are guiding the behavioral system of the Reactive Layer and the valence they are associated with at the Adaptive Layer. Behaviors are therefore selected based on the goal achievement, taking into account both the current state of the world and self and predictions about its evolution.
Before engaging in social interactions with humans [16, 34] , any artificial entity needs to make sense of its surrounding world, to know how it affects it through actions and how it can describe it using language [66] . While the classical instantiation of robots was making use of a single body, encompassing all the sensors and effectors, nowadays systems tend to adopt a distributed organization of the sensory motor apparatus. Robots are platforms that make use of external sensors such as Kinect, biophysical readers [67, 68] or smart house installations [69, 70] in order to provide the perceptual state of the robotic agent with accurate representations of the world and the agents populating it. Therefore, the formalization of this growing heterogeneous stream of information is essential, and the H5W approach provides an elegant way of representing the sensory information. Our implementation of DAC is taking the H5W problem as the main way to represent the knowledge about the world and to exchange this information among the different modules composing the architecture. This formalism allows us to consider the Somatic Layer of DAC as a powerful sensory-motor abstraction turning most of the architecture into a platform independent system.
While some attempts to achieve such formalism has been seen in the context of platform independent cognitive architectures and ubiquitous robotics [71, 72] , those systems are not taking into account the agent's internal states and therefore are unable to develop an intrinsic motivation to act [73] . The representation of the Self and how it is affected and affecting the environment is a central point of the DAC architecture. The state-of-the world representation encompasses the physical world together with the internal states and beliefs of its agents. Grounded in biology, where living organisms are endowed with internal drives that trigger, maintain and direct behavior to achieve their needs [74] , we argue that robots that are endowed with a motivational system show greater adaptability compared to simple reactive agents. Drives are part of a homeostatic process [75, 76] used by an organism to maintain equilibrium. A closed related concept is allostasis, i.e. the process of achieving stability with the environment through change [77, 78] . Combining these two levels of control, animals can perform real-world tasks like foraging, regulating their internal states and maintaining a dynamic stability with their surroundings [56] . Although there are various opinions about the nature of drives, it is generally accepted that an organism is governed by multiple drives [79] . Drives are classically defined in Maslow's hierarchy of needs [80] .
We propose that apart from a motivational mechanism, robots should be also endowed with emotions that not only define communicative signals by expressing one's internal state (external/utilitarian) but also organize behaviors (internal/epistemic) [81, 82] . According to Damasio [83] emotions influence cognitive processes such as attention, perception, memory or decision-making [84] . Despite the lack of a general consensus about the mechanisms of emotions, it is suggested that emotions are crosscultural. Ekman [45] has defined six basic emotions that can be found in most cultures and can be considered universal. According to Cabanac [85] emotions arise from exposure to stimuli or situations that have as a result an appetitive (towards the stimulus) or aversive behavior (away from the stimulus), extending the appraisal based theory of emotion [86] . Unlike other robotic systems based on finite or concurrent state machines which control the robot's behavior [87] , the DAC architecture [11] allows taking advantage of the internal state representations in order to generate online reactive and adaptive behaviors aimed at maintaining the robot in homeostasis. By embedding in the agent representation an emotional model coupled with an allostatic control, we can impact the affective state of the human partner [14] . The brain, the body and the mind are indissociable in biological beings, forming a nexus that implies the impossibility to study one component without unfolding implication in the others. As a global theory about the mindbrain-body nexus (MBBN), DAC aims at giving a functional explanation of several phenomena and concepts ranging from body schemas and self-other distinction to action planning and emergence of consciousness. The DAC theory is tested through convergent validation [88] , meaning that as long as the framework assumptions assist an implementation, each successful experimental result provides evidence supporting the theory. As the highest validation, DAC should provide the guidelines for implementing a robot that replicates human behavior.
High-level aspects of the mind such as the ability to attribute a theory of mind or to introspectively inspect the self and its memory, require the architecture to scale to reach a level where it can interact with others as a peer. More specifically, it should be able to take advantage of the interaction with others and learn from it as a child would. All along the way to this goal, the robot will display increasingly convincing behaviors, allowing to test various hypotheses about HRI. Here we present WR-DAC ¹, a novel implementation of the DAC Reactive Layer specifically implemented in the context of social interaction with the long term objective of language acquisition.
Following the convergent validation principle, we incarnate this implementation into a robotic substrate (the iCub robot [89] ) and name the resulting brain-body nexus H5W_Alpha. In the following section, we present how the WR-DAC principles have been implemented in the humanoid robot H5W_Alpha and we describe the specific challenges of this platform. We focus on the mechanisms that allow for the generation of plausible social behaviors which trigger responses in humans such as reflexive emotions or attribution of intelligence to the robot. We furthermore describe the technological challenges and proposed solutions to the issue of the integration of the various sensors needed by the robot to make sense of the world. We then use H5W_Alpha as a medium to test several psychological hypothesis about the social salience and how it affects the interaction with a naive human. In particular, we investigate which behavioral channels or parameters are relevant to induce a feeling of empathy and the attribution of a theory of mind towards a non-biological artifact.
The Setup: Hardware and Software
Although DAC architecture and the framework we propose is mostly hardware independent, we will demonstrate its implementation by controlling the behavior of typical robotic platform involving a large set of sensors and effectors. The setup is designed to study human-robot interaction in a smart environment (Fig. 2) . The components include: a humanoid robot iCub [89] mounted on an omnidirectional-wheeled mobile base, iKart, and a Reactable [90] (a tabletop tangible display), and an RGB depth sensor which is used to provide accurate detection of humans in the environment (Kinect). In terms of sensory inputs, the iCub is equipped with two RGB cameras mounted in the eyes, force sensors and an artificial skin covering the upper body providing tactile sensing. Having a robot with tactile capabilities allows for physical interaction that may tighten the social bond between the user and the robot [91, 92] . The combination of all the setup components allows the implementation of various interactive scenarios, including the robot and the human en-gaging into various games for entertainment (e.g. Pong), creativity (e.g. cooperative musical creation) or educative purposes (e.g. geography learning). These interaction scenarios require both the human and the robot to act in a shared physical space either in cooperative, competitive or educative stances. 
Sensorimotor Abstraction
Technological development provides us with new types of sensors which can be independent devices or parts of complex integrated architectures (e.g. robot systems embedding cameras, lasers, arms encoders). All of them provide information about their environment in their own reference, in a sensor-centric way. Therefore, in order to contribute to a global understanding of the environmental scene, these devices should be coordinated and calibrated with each other. Although the range and type of information provided by different sensors is wide, the most important aspect for a robot that has to act on its environment is localization and identification of stimuli: what/who is perceived and where is it in relation to the robot's body? In order to provide such information, the multiple sensors of a robotic setup need to be calibrated against each other so that the spatial transformations between them are established.
Calibration among sensors is a problem that arises in any multisensory platform [93] . In this respect, a robot should be able to calibrate autonomously with all the sensors available in its environment, and should be able to use the information acquired in a spatially meaningful way. The main issue of such a calibration process is finding out what transformation to apply on the sensor-centric information in order to have it represented in the robot's egocentric context, and to be able to estimate the error induced by such a transformation. This problem does not only imply external sensors, but also body-attached sensors. While the problem of representing several coordinate systems and their relative transformations is mathematically solved, the integration of an arbitrary number of them in an heterogeneous, always evolving robotic platform, is still an issue.
While robot operating systems such as YARP or ROS [94] provide way to store and apply roto-translation matrices and suggest conventions about how to use them, they lack of a simple system which would manage the collection of sensors and effectors and allows easy registration of a new one. Moreover, adding a new sensor to a platform requires calibrating it against the other existing devices, which can be achieved simply by gathering pairs of points in both referentials and then applying an optimization method to find the corresponding transformations. We decided to embed such functionality in WR-DAC in order to simplify the creation of a new hardware platform or the evolution of an existing system. We propose to facilitate the problem of representing multiple reference frames by mapping all of them onto a single egocentric frame of reference that the robot will use at its main standpoint. Here, we pursue the hypothesis that the brain maps all sensor states onto a common spatial representation. Indeed, different cortical areas, located principally in the parietal cortex, encode spatial information reference frames centered on body parts [95] , while egocentric information is encoded specifically in the fronto-parietal zone [96] . Although it is not entirely clear how such transformations are orchestrated within the brain, findings [97] suggest that a common reference frame is used as a pivot. We formalize the concept of pivot as a compact representation and a way of finding the missing transformations among a set of sensors.
Regarding the case of the H5W_Alpha, the setup involves several co-dependent sensors and effectors ( 2) . Taking the Kinect sensor as an example, in order to use its information so that the robot can look at objects and people, the link between the Kinect's reference frame and the robot's head reference frame has to be established. In our specific case, the respective transformations among a set of five sensorimotor references needs to be found. We can achieve this with only a minimal set of transformations among sensors, since it is sufficient to obtain a path from sensor to sensor. In other words, if the sensors were the nodes of a graph and the known transformations are its edges, any set of edges that would make the graph connected would be suitable for finding the remaining transformations (see Fig. 3 ). The red transformations can be found easily as long as the blue ones form a connected graph (i.e. as long as no sensor is outside of the graph, unrelated to the others). B) The pivot mechanism is applied to complementing the already-known transformations with missing links.
A simple way to find out such set of transformations is to use a pivot mechanism. This is, to select one sensor's frame of reference as the pivot and translate all others to it: only the transformation of each sensor towards the pivot reference frame is required. If this transformation is known for every sensor, then the remaining transformations can be found by simple combinations (i.e. convert from the first sensor's space to the pivot, and then from the pivot to the second sensor's space). The pivot can be the frame of reference of any sensor. We chose to use the robot's root to provide the agent with an egocentric representation. Once the choice is made, the known positions of the same object in different frames of reference form an input-output pair that allows a supervised learning process to learn the transformation from one frame of reference to the other. Once the global transformation graph has been established, it can be used by the sensors to provide their information (location of people, objects, limbs, etc.) into a common reference-frame centered on the agent [98] . Once this is done, this information can be assembled in a coherent scene that acts as an abstract layer over the specificities of the Somatic Layer. By having solved this problem the robot can then integrate information coming from all sensors and coordinately use its effectors. In other words, it is in position to demonstrate how these abilities can subserve functions that are higher in the cognitive scale. The usage of this approach, allows us to easily guide the gazing behavior of the robot towards humans that are within the sensing environment of the robot (Kinect) and real and virtual objects using the Reactable.
Knowledge representation
Once aligned, the sensors the agent are processing the raw sensory information and outputting it in a common space. Depending on the sensor type, this information will either be used directly to set the properties of a symbol (e.g the position of a specific object on the Reactable, the position of limbs of a human detected with Kinect, etc.) or it will be passed to a pattern recognition process responsible for identifying the symbol of interest and setting its properties (e.g a face recognizer processing the output of a camera, a classifier for detecting the type of an haptic contact, etc.). The process of creating and maintaining this link between raw sensorimotor data and symbolic representation is known as the anchoring problem [99] . Every hybrid cognitive architecture has to solve this problem as the symbolic part requires interpreting the information of the sensorimotor apparatus. However, this problem depends heavily on the pair made by the type of sensor and the symbolic framework used. As a consequence, the anchoring problem formalization is usually sensor specific [100, 101] although few pragmatic propositions have been made in order to solve the anchoring problem in a generic manner [102, 103] .
Research about perceptual anchoring is about linking sensor data to symbols; however, the form of those symbols directly defines how you represent knowledge and it constrains as well how the sensors can update it. Our present work is concerned about defining a representation of knowledge that is suitable for complex human-robot interaction, yet covering the whole spectrum from sensoryperception to spoken language manipulation. To achieve this, we based our definition on the so called H5W problem. The H5W problem [58] stands for How, Why, What, Where, When and Who. As an agent is evolving in the world, it needs at any given moment, to answer these questions in order to survive. WR-DAC as a complete cognitive architecture provides a solution to this problem in the form of a generated behavior. We also adopt this standpoint in a more formal way at the implementation level. Starting at the Reactive Layer, processes of the architecture exchange knowledge-chunks that gravitate around the H5W problem.
We propose a software formalization of this problem as a way to facilitate the information exchange between modules of the architecture as well as a common material that can be used by the system to create a coherent view of its sensorimotor world. The H5W problem argues that the additional representation of Who, which represents the subject at the origin of an action, is required for agent's survival when the world involves other creatures. From a software engineering standpoint, it allows to represent both one's self actions and others intentions within the same framework. We agree that considering "self-intentions" as a specific case of "anybody's intentions" may be arguable; however, it is clearly an efficient and elegant solution in terms of software design and the idea of a single system finds resonance with the mirror system theory. In our current implementation, one of the most difficult questions to answer is Why: as we use a datastructure for exchanging knowledge about states of the world or events, the cause of an action was difficult to incorporate. The motivation of an action is a conjunction of states, its evolution through time and it is also grounded in the long term experiences of an agent as well as its motivational states. It therefore relies more on the higher layers of DAC such as the Contextual level which would allow the agent to inspect its past history in order to state the reason which pushed it to act in a given way. Our implementation is focused on the dynamical dyadic interaction of two agents at a shorter timescale, therefore answering the Why question will be part of our future implementation.
Following software engineering principles, we have used object oriented programming as the main constraint for our model. The agent has to manipulate concepts that answer the questions of the H5W problem. Some of these concepts belong to categories of items that an agent deals with when interacting physically with the world; manipulating objects and interacting with agents belong to a generic category as they both share some spatial properties (i.e. they are physically situated in the world). Agents, however, possess specific properties as they embed a model of drives, emotions and beliefs. Other types of symbols need to be handled by the robot but do not share this spatial common ground, such as actions (verbs) or abstract concepts like "red" or "liberty". At the code level, the adopted model follows these hierarchical properties by providing the developers with a set of inheriting classes as described in Figure 4 . Simplified class diagram of the Knowledge Representation defined by WR-DAC. Entities solve the anchoring problem, by formalizing elements of the world, grounding a sensorimotor representations at the somatic level to an abstract representation in the form of a manipultable concepts, for which semantic classes are directly mapped to programming types. Relations link an object (subject), and an action (a verb) and up to four other entities (complements) as to represent a solution to the H5W problem. Moreover, relations have a direct mapping with spoken language and can be used to represent the beliefs of an agent and its perceived world state.
However, even if an entity can represent a solution to one of the H5W questions, the full description of a situation should be composed of several entities connected together by semantic links (for example, Who=robot, How=Recharging, What=Battery, Where=Power Supply Station, When = Now). In order to do so, we elaborate the Relation structure, which links up to six entities together and represents a single instance of one specific solution to the H5W problem: Subject(Who), Verb(How), Object(What), Manner(How), Time(When), Place(Where). Every concept that the architecture can manipulate is either an Entity or a Relation: a single instance of each is allocated in the robot's working memory so that all processes in the architecture can be accessed or updated depending on their needs and the information they provide. For example, spatial properties of objects and agents are assigned by the sensors' modules of the Somatic Layer, while modules of the Adaptive Layer will read the spatial information and complement it with higher-level properties such as emotions and beliefs in the agent's case, or information about motion as well as the top-down saliency. Together Entities and Relations compose a coherent view of the world by integrating all the sensorimotor and semantic representation.
It is important to note that a common way of representing knowledge in robotic systems is to use ontologies [104] [105] [106] , which provide at the same time a way to represent knowledge and large online databases of pre-recorded information. In a nutshell, ontologies organize the knowledge in classes of concepts and relations between those classes by following a given formalism (e,g Web Ontology Language (OWL) ). In this respect they are similar to how object-oriented languages structure the data and the processes of a computer program and there is therefore is direct mapping between the representation we adopted in WR-DAC and the common ontology languages. However, as WR-DAC wields the form of a programming library, we formalized the knowledge description directly into the code. This approach has two benefits: 1) the classes can possess methods, behaviors and interact among them (e.g an agent representation can updates its own drives, an action can execute itself, etc.); 2) it allows any programmer to manipulate a subset of ontological concepts without requiring specific knowledge, however allowing to easily switch to a full-fledged ontological description in case of need.
Populating and Retrieving Knowledge
The most straightforward way to populate and inspect the content of the a robot's knowledge base is through natural language. By engaging in a dialog with an artificial system, it is possible to get an overview of which facts it uses to reason and to modify those facts. Such approaches are common in human robot interaction [66, [107] [108] [109] and have also been adopted by web based chatter bots and popular commercial human-machine interfaces such a Siri (Apple) or Voice Search (Google). The focus of our current work is not on spoken language interaction; however, the knowledge representation proposed provides several straightforward applications in this domain. As the H5W problem states, it is very compatible with a typical sentence of the form Subject Verb [Object] [Place] [Time] [Manner] . Therefore, we provide the speech recognition engine with a generic grammar allowing the robot to recognize affirmations, questions and orders. The output of this grammar is then sent to a parser which transforms a spoken sentence into a semantic relation that can be stored in the working memory.
The different types of sentences (question, affirmation, order) lead to different reactions on the robot's side. A question is formulated as a relation with a missing argument. Orders are defined by the use of an imperative form without a subject (e.g. "Grasp the toy"), and trigger a direct command to the robot. They do not directly modify the content of the working memory in terms of semantic relations, but are mapped to a motor action that the robot can execute. The remaining sentences are considered as affirmations; they are interpreted as a Relation that is included in the working memory and that can be retrieved by a further question.
Those three mechanisms, coupled together, allow for a minimal yet generic form of dialogue between the user and the robot. They also allow natural access to the mental state of the robot and its knowledge representation. As the spoken interaction goes on, the robot maintains a model of its own beliefs but also of its partner's knowledge. When an affirmation is expressed, the relation is added to the robot's memory as well as to the memory of the partner's model, allowing the robot to remember what the partner should already know or not. Moreover, if the current partner is identified (using face recognition for example), the robot will maintain a different mental model for each social agent it knows.
However, being able to inquire and populate the semantic knowledge of the agent through speech is not enough. The most prominent part of the understanding of the world comes from the sensorimotor contingencies we experience continuously while interacting in the environment. We will now explain how the autonomous behavior of the robot is generated, and show that it uses semantic knowledge in the same manner as the pedagogic example of spoken interaction.
The Role of Emotions and Allostatic Control
As stated earlier, our framework defines an agent in the robot's knowledge as a spatial object that holds some extra properties, in particular, an agent that embeds a set of drives and emotions, following an homeostatic model. Drives in biological beings can be roughly mapped to chemical substances in the agent's body (e.g. hormones and molecules concentrations); they have a direct influence on the behaviors of an individual and are tightly linked to emotions as the two systems influence each other. Drives are defining needs and goals, contributing to an action-selection process which appears to be a constant in evolved biological being. In humans, various studies suggest that most of the drives and emotion circuits are subcortical [110] . The control system operates in real time and is designed to generate behaviors based on stimuli received from both the environment and the internal states of the agent. Inspired by Maslow's [80] hierarchy of needs and Hull's [74] drive reduction theory, the robot aims at satisfying its internal states through action. In this respect, and although the choice of the drive set is different, our architecture is similar to the one proposed by Breazeal [111] . However, in our case the drives are not associated on a one-to-one basis with a specific behavior. Instead, each behavior is associated with an intrinsic effect on the drives, which is the reflection of the changes expected in the extero/interopceptions. Although the current architecture take those mappings as hard-coded in the system, the DAC architecture states that they should be learnt through experience so that the agent can adapt itself and take the best decisions in order to keep his drives in homeostasis. This approach allows for a broader yet more effective action choice, as a single behavior can act on several drives and emotions.
A homeostatic model is applied to each drive, defining its current value and its ideal regime. The homeostatic model calculates the value of each drive, classifies its homeostatic state and then projects the output to the allostatic controller. The controller's goal is to achieve balance and consistency in satisfying the drives through behavioral change. It is an essential component of maintaining homeostasis, as it is responsible for both the emergence of behaviors and maintenance of the system in balance by avoiding cases of conflict (i.e. the case where two drives need to be satisfied at the same time). Most of the bio-inspired systems modeling drives do use a similar integrated controller with different levels of realism ranging from modeling of the endocrinal system at the hormonal level [112] to behavioral level coordination [113] . The allostatic approach has even been used to coordinate robot swarms, in which each robot acts an independent drive for the global system [114] . A clear and consensual formalism about the definition of drives, the supervising allostatic controller and their interactions is still to be achieved both in biology and modeling. Moreover, as there is no clear benchmark for such systems, most of the papers can only report ethograms as a proof of the viability of the system, which is part of the problem of benchmarking social and developmental robots [115] [116] [117] .
Our implementation provides an abstract way of manipulating the concepts of homeostasis and allostasis as well as an example of their instantiation ( Figure 6 ). More importantly, we propose a way of assessing such homeostatic systems by monitoring the empathic effects produced on an external agent. Our efforts regarding the implementation of H5W_Alpha mainly focus on creating a social agent, a robot that can interact proactively with people; this goal is reflected in the choice of the set of drives implemented (physical interaction, spoken interaction, social interaction and energy) as they constitute the main levers to act on in order to tune the behavior of the robot. The behavioral engine constantly monitors the drives system and triggers alerts whenever a drive is detected, as being out of its homeostatic boundaries. As the sensors of the robot are interpreted into semantic relations, they modulate the natural decay of the homeostatic models by compensating, accentuating or reversing it. The parameters of the drive dynamic can be tuned and provide the most direct way to control the robot's personality. A higher decay for the physical interaction drive will create a much more "tactile" behavior, while for the spoken interaction drive, it will make the robot engage verbally with his partner more often. The world is perceived, impacting the drives and emotions. Drives are then evaluated by the allostatic controller which selects an action from the pool of available behaviors and execute it. The behaviors shown on the diagram are just a subset example to illustrate the principle: if a human partner is perceived while the drive for spoken interaction is high, the allostatic controller may elect the action «Ask: How are You?»; in the case of a high physical interaction drive it may prefer the «Handshake» action. In the eventuality of a critical energy need, the robot will ignore the human and set itself to sleep mode. As a parallel process, emotions are constantly updated based on the content of the environment and the global satisfaction of the drives. In turn, emotions are expressed through facial expression and they modulate the execution of actions.
The satisfaction of each drive also impacts the evolution of the emotional model, mainly by moving towards a negative emotion when drives are not satisfied and positive when they are. The agent also maintains semantic knowledge about its drives, which requires attention (e.g robot, need, social interaction) in order to express them through speech or to interpret them at a higher level. The emotional model adopted in our case is the classical 6 emotions of Ekman [45] , from which we also adopted the facial expressions to the robot. However, we are now adopting a two-dimensional ValenceArousal view which turns out to be more generic than the classical model. The emotions and drives have their own internal dynamic ( 1) that can be expressed as the variation of an homeostatic model H j which consists of a constant decay d j as well as an influence from all of the semantic stimuli S i , either excitatory or inhibitory depending of the connection W ij . As usual, () represents an activation function (e.g. threshold, sigmoid).
The role of drives and emotions is twofold: 1) to provide the robot with an internal model of itself that it can observe and express through facial expressions, 2) to influence the action selection and execution. The overall satisfaction of drives is achieved by the allostatic controller, which tries to minimize the output of homeostasis signals at different scales of time by triggering compensatory actions. The emotional model acts on the top of the selected action by setting a stance (an angry agent would perform the same action in a more aggressive way than a happy one). The combination of both ensures the selection of the best action in terms of drives and its customization depending on the current emotions of the robot. These processes define the main control loop which is generating actions at the reactive and adaptive levels ( Figure 5 ). More importantly, from a social interaction perspective, the fact that the robot is acting based on his needs and reacting emotionally may be make easier for the human partner to reflect itself in the robot's actions. By expressing the reasons of its actions and how it feels, a robot should be perceived by humans as an entity which has a sense of self, therefore pushing forward the potential empathy they may feel.
Human Robot Interaction
The integration of all DAC components as a whole implemented architecture allows the robot to achieve a level of interactivity and robustness that is the state of the art on this platform. As a result, we are able to maintain longrunning interactions with inexperienced people in the lab or during public events [118] . A typical interaction unfolds as:
-A human enters the visual field of the robot. -The robot salutes the user through waving/spoken interjection. -A process of interpersonal distance regulation is engaged and the robot moves towards the human, maintaining a given distance. This regulation process is implemented as another homeostatic model. As the human moves, the robot also orients towards him.
-Depending on its current drives' level, the robot may express its current feeling, for example, by informing that it has an artificial skin, inviting the partner to touch it. -In the case of physical contact with the sensorized limbs of the robot, it will categorize the type of touch (a caress, a strong grab, tickling, etc.) and react with a specific emotionally-grounded response. -In the case of speech expressed by the human, the robot will try to catch H5W statements (affirmations, questions or orders) and reply to them in appropriate ways (either by increasing its knowledge or parsing it). Specific sentences are used to trigger the Reactable interaction; by saying "Let's play [Pong/Tic Tac Toe/music]" the user commands the robot to go to the Reactable, and engage in a specific scenario (see Figure 7 ). The Reactable games involve the manipulation of objects that the robot calls "paddle" that can act on the display. For example, in Tic-Tac-Toe the paddles are used to draw crosses and circles, while in the music game they are used to move a slider and press buttons to change the music. When the robot reaches the table, it scans for its paddle; if it is far away, the robot will ask the human to bring it closer so that it can grasp it. After grasping it, the robot sends a command to the Reactable that will run the corresponding game. At the end of the game the robot can propose another game or state that it would like to stop playing, depending on the state of its drives. As long as the human stays in the room, the robot will interact with him. Such a scenario involves a lot of different behavioral components and communication channels. There are levers on which we can act in order to test various hypothesis about the human's perception of the robot. Indeed, benchmarking artificial cognitive agents could be achieved by assessing how much humans consider them as having a self, a theory of mind, and some level of consciousness. By impairing different components of the interaction, such as eye contact, facial expression, speech, or interpersonal distance regulation, we are able to evaluate how much they contribute to social reflection and empathic responses, as well as the general level of intelligence and life-likeness attributed to the robot. Preliminary results of such a decomposition of behavior have been presented in [119] . Such a study would have been impossible without a distributed, layered architecture like DAC, as it allows a robust interaction between a large number of components, and therefore is resistant to impairment, much like the brain itself. In the following sections we describe three different experiments conducted in order to deepen this notion of compositionally of behaviors and how specific combinations of components affect the human behavior and perception.
Experiment 1: How different scales of behavioral complexity affect the perception of the robot
First, we want to test the design principles of the WR-DAC to provide the robot with the ability to display complex behaviors and social characteristics. Our hypothesis is that how well users perceive the robot is positively correlated with the complexity of the behavior it exhibits [119] . For the scope of this study, we designed six different interaction scenarios of increased behavioral complexity. The scenarios are defined by explicit parameters of the robot's control to assess the impact of the robot's performance. To evaluate the robot's capabilities, we used the Godspeed Human-Robot Interaction Questionnaire [120] that measures the user's perception regarding anthropomorphism, likeability, animacy and perceived intelligence. Anthropomorphism refers to the attribution of human characteristics, behaviors or figures to non-human things. Likeability expresses the positive impression one can attribute to another person, or an animal. Animacy reflects to life-like movement and intentional behavior while perceived intelligence depends on the robot's competence and behavioral coherence.
Behavioral complexity scenarios
Our main interest is to test whether the behavior of the robot affects how users perceive H5W_Alpha. To do so, we defined six different interaction scenarios of increased behavioral complexity. Each scenario is behaviorally more complex than the previous one by adding complementary behavioral elements. The proposed conditions are:
-"Still Face"(SF), where the robot remains still and practically no module is activated. -"Yoga": the robot performs a repeated sequence of prerecorded body postures. -"Gaze": the robot's only behavior is maintaining eyecontact with the user (head movement only). -"Interpersonal Distance Regulation"(IDR): the robot maintains eye-contact with the user while at the same time maintaining a pre-defined interpersonal distance. The robot will come closer to the user if he is too far, or will move away from the user if the he is to close. Furthermore the robot displays facial expressions reflecting the current position of the user (happy within the prefered range, sad elsewhere. ). -"Interaction without the Reactable"(INRT): the robot's behavior is based on the model of drives and emotions mentioned above and in [121] . Since the robot's needs drive its behavior, it is not passively reacting to the environment but acting in a proactive way. The robot's abilities include maintaining eye contact, interpersonal distance regulation, and facial expression, but also speech production and understanding (though limited and centered around the objects manipulated and several people's names) as well as discrimination of different types of touch. -"Interaction with the Reactable"(IRT): this scenario exceeds the previous one by adding the ability to play interactive games with the robot using the Reactable. Thus, the robot's need to play game can lead to the initiation of two different games: Pong (competitive game), a 2D simulated table tennis game and Musical DJ (collaborative game): where both players are collaborating to produce music by selecting and modulating musical loops (bass, melody and drums).
For a detailed explanation of which parameters are used in each interaction scenario, see Table 1 . 
Experimental protocol
To assess the perception of the robot depending on the interaction scenario, we asked 82 participants to interact with the robot in one of the six scenarios (SF, Yoga, Gaze, IDR, INRT, IRT). In all conditions participants received the same instructions: interact with the robot in the most natural way (open task). People were free to observe the robot, play with it, talk to it, touch it and they were free to leave whenever they wanted. Once the interaction was over, participants were asked to fill in the Godspeed questionnaire to evaluate how they perceived the robot. Participants were all students recruited from the university Pompeu Fabra campus and none of them reported any familiarity with robots. The level of technological understanding ranged from very naive (cell phone user) to notion of computer programming. The most complex scenario (IRT condition) served both as a benchmark for the architecture robustness and as a way to escape the laboratory paradigm and put the robot in a real-world situation. It was therefore demonstrated at a public event, the "Barcelona Robotics Meeting 2014" in the World Mobile Center in Barcelona. The setup was open and everyone could come and interact with the robot. In this context, the robot ran for more than 6 hours and interacted with dozens of people without the dyadic constraint of the other conditions (i.e the robot could interact with multiple people at the same time). The same questionnaire as for the other conditions was available for participants to fill, independently if they interacted directly or not with the robot (this was one question in the form). Finally, we used the same scenario to compare how direct interaction with the robot or passive observation of the robot interacting with someone else may affect how people perceive it (being an active participant or a passive observer).
Results
To determine the relationship between how participants perceived the robot (in terms of animacy, anthropomorphism, perceived intelligence and liveability) depending on the type of interaction (SF, Yoga, Gaze, IDR, INRT, IRT) we ran a Spearman Rank Order Correlation. There was a positive statistically significant correlation between the interaction type and the four measurements: anthropomorphism (ρ(121) = . 412, p <.001), animacy (ρ(121) = . 616, p <.001), likeability (ρ(121) = . 513, p <.001) as well as perceived intelligence (ρ(121) = . 552, p <.001). Finally, we did not find any statistical difference between the experimental environments (the laboratory condition and the public event) in any of the four measurements. Similarly, there was no statistical difference in the perception of the robot between people who actively interacted with the robot or passively observed an interaction.
Discussion
The main goal of this study is to evaluate how the behavioral complexity that a robot displays affects the user's perception of the robot in terms of animacy, likeability, anthropomorphism and perceived intelligence. We believe that the more complex the behavior is, the higher people would score the robot in the four measurements. As behavioral complexity, we define the number of different modules that are running during the interaction which could be: tracking humans, body motion, facial expressions, tactile discrimination, navigation and interpersonal distance regulation, production of speech, speech comprehension, proactive behavior and playing games. The six scenarios devised differ in behavioral complexity ranging from the most simple (all modules off) Still Face(SF) to the most complex (all modules on) Interaction RT. To monitor how each measurement is affected, we used the Godspeed questionnaire. This experiment is part of our main goal: to identify the behavioral traits that account for a robot to be perceived as "another", a social agent that people can interact with. It allows us to identify if certain parameters alone or in combination with others can be enough to change how people perceive the robot.
From the analysis of the data we can clearly see that there is a positive correlation between the behavioral complexity and the four tested measurements leading to the conclusion that indeed, more complex behaviors score higher in all the measurements. The comparison between experimental environments (lab or outside) and the interaction type (direct or observation) showed no difference between the variables allowing us to assess an interaction in both environments and types of interaction without affecting the human's perception. The main message behind this first study is that the behavioral complexity is affecting how the user perceives the robot, Though a more detailed analysis of the data and further interpretation of the results and further data analysis can be found in [121] , our hypothesis that the perception of the robot is affected by its behavioral complexity is supported by the data. Our data supports the notion that perceived intelligence depends on the agent's competency [122, 123] .
Experiment 2: Social saliency in terms of empathic response
The aim of this pilot study is to investigate whether humans are capable of empathizing with a humanoid robot and to determine which are the underlying factors influencing the creation of this empathic bond [124] . Our aim is to induce an empathic mood to our participants while interacting with a humanoid robot. For this reason, we adapt and recreate a Milgram experiment in which the victim is H5W_Alpha. The robot's behavior is manipulated in four different conditions in order to examine if there is any difference in participants' reactions. Empathy can be defined "as an affective response more appropriate to another's situation than to one's own" [125] . It defines our comprehension of social behavior and makes us take care of the others. Despite being an important contributor to successful social interaction and despite its adaptive value, empathy is not an automatic reaction [126] and it rather depends on a series of factors. Those factors include the characteristics of the empathizer, the object of empathy, the social context, and the beliefs and goals we have when confronted with emotions in others. Moreover, the prior knowledge and beliefs about the true existence and sincerity of other's emotions could be determinant, especially in the case of an interaction with a machine. This should be taken into consideration in the present study since the main question is whether humans are able to feel empathy towards a humanoid robot, which is not a human being but an object.
Since we know that we can empathize with other human beings and since we also know that empathy depends, among other factors, on the characteristics of the object of empathy, it can be hypothesized that the more an object looks like a human, the easier it is to feel empathy for it. Indeed, it is true clear that a robot that acts, talks and moves like a human will be more compelling to interact with [12, 127, 128] .
Milgram's original experiments
The scenario of this pilot study is an adapted version of the Milgram's Experiment [31] . In this experiment, the participant was given the role of a teacher who had to teach a paired-associate task to a learner, who was an actor placed in a different room from the participant. Then, the participant had to ask the learner about these associations. Every time the learner was wrong, the participant had to give a fake electrical shock to the learner, but the participant was told that the shocks were real and was unaware that the learner was an actor. These shocks were increasing every time a wrong answer was provided. Next to the participant, in the same room, there was a researcher who acted as an authority figure that encouraged the participant to administer the shocks in case he hesitated to do so.
In the original study, the feedback from the victim was minimal. When the shocks reached a certain level, the victim screamed and, from that point on, he did not answer the teacher's questions. The results of this study showed that, out of 40 participants, 26 obeyed and performed the task until the end. However, it was also perceived that participants went under extreme stress and tension. This study validated Milgram's hypothesis and proved that human beings are very susceptible to authority even though we are commanded to do something that is against our own cultural norms [30] .
Later on, Milgram performed many variations of his original experiment [129] .In one of the variations, he brought the learner in front of the participant and obedience was significantly reduced. Milgram attributed this decreasing of obedience to empathy. Moreover, it was noticeable that, in the proximity condition, participants refused to maintain visual contact with the victim because they did not want to see him receive the shocks. When participants, afterwards, were asked why, they claimed that they did not want to see the consequences of their actions. Furthermore, Milgram also manipulated the conditions of the authoritative figure. One of them was the tele-presence figure, where commands were given via the phone. In this scenario, obedience decreased significantly and some participants gave lower shocks than what they were supposed to administer. Therefore, some participants found it easier to handle the conflict between their own morality and the authority figure by telling a lie.
Experimental protocol
For the purpose of our experiment, we have recreated conditions where the learner (the robot) and the teacher (the subject) stand in the same room, facing each other, separated by the Reactable (Figure 9 ). The authority figure was substituted by a pre-recorded female voice message (real speech, not synthesized). By doing so, we avoid any possible bias induced by the behavior of a human experimenter. The matching game is an association between a color and its name. During the experiment, the participants were provided with headphones that were used to pass the instructions of the authority figure about the color chosen for the trial (e.g "Say loud and clear <blue>"). Once the participants said the instructed color, the robot had to point at the correct color on the Reactable. Correct color matching leads to the next trial, whereas incorrect color matching leads to the participant administering simulated electrical shocks to the robot. Out of the 24 trials, the robot in all experiments answered correctly 6 of them. To administer the shock, we created a simple device (Figure 10 ). The shock generator consists of 9 LEDs, one regulator and one red button. The 9 LEDs (three sets of three LEDs of the same color: green, yellow and red) indicate the amount of shock (current intensity) that will be administered to the robot. The regulator is a knob that participants turn in order to regulate the shock intensity and finally, the red button is used to administer the shocks to the robot. Whenever the red button was pressed, the robot would simulate being electrocuted until the button was released. Participants were instructed to press the red button for 2 seconds, independently of the trial/shock level.
The total number of trials is 24, out of which, there are 8 levels of shock administration varying from "light", "moderate",.., "severe" and "extreme" (lethal). So for each level, there are 3 sub-levels: low(indicated by the 3 green LEDs), medium (3 yellow LEDs) and high (3 red LEDs) shock sub-levels. As the users have a margin to choose the amount of shock delivered, we can achieve a measurable evaluation of the desire to hurt the robot, and therefore of the empathy towards it. Finally, we measured the amount of time the participant would keep pressing the red button. To investigate which of the social cues can account for empathy, we manipulated the behavior of the robot in terms of facial expressions and eye contact. We had 4 different conditions in which no facial expression was displayed and no eye contact was established (control condition, CC), when there was only facial expression display (FE), only eye contact (EC) and both (FE+EC). The robot, in the FE and FE+EC conditions displayed emotional responses through facial expressions: a sad or angry face when it was being punished and a happy face when it was not. The punishment and absence of punishment were modeled as energy transfer in the emotional model of the robot. Punishment increased sadness, anger and surprise while absence of punishment increased joy and surprise. The amount of energy and how it was balanced between the different negative emotions was dependent of the strength of the stimulation. The allostatic controller then triggered the facial expression corresponding to the strongest emotion. Under a prolonged absence of stimulation, all emotional levels were slowly decreasing ending in a neutral expression. In the rest of the conditions, the facial expressions were set to neutral. In all conditions the robot was giving verbal feedback to the participant: "Yes!", "Good" etc. in the case of correct answers and "ouch", "ouch, this hurts!", "please, don't hurt me any more" etc. in the case of incorrect answers. As for the facial expressions, all the sentences were triggered by specific variations in the emotional levels of the system. If the participant took time to administer a shock or remained inactive, every 10 seconds one of the pre-recorded sentences would be generated ("Proceed, please", "The experiment requires that you continue", ..., "You have no other choice; you must go on for the robot to learn"). If the participant did not want to proceed after listening up to the 5th sentence, the experiment would terminate.
The data collected included the Basic Empathy Scale [130] and the Godspeed questionnaire [120] , behavioral data from video recordings, reaction time (the time from the moment the robot selected a wrong answer until the moment the participant pressed the red button), buzzing time (the time the red button remained pressed) as well as the amount of shock administered. Finally, we took into account the amount of sentences the participant had to listen to before administering the shock. The participants were 31 naive healthy adults who were Spanish speakers (all the sentences from the authority figure and from the robot speech synthesis were produced in Spanish). There were 12 women and 19 men, with a mean age of 23 years old (SD=11). They were students recruited on the university Pompeu Fabra campus (audiovisual and media major), none of them reported familiarity with robots nor a significant technological knowledge about programming or computer science.
Results
There was a gender difference in the scores obtained in the Empathy Scale. Women (M = 3.95, SD = 0.67) scored higher than men (M = 3.40, SD = 0.75, t(29) = 2.071, p = 0.047). This is not surprising because, according to previous studies related to this topic, women tend to score higher than men on empathy scales [131, 132] . Apart from this, there were no gender differences in any of the other dependent variables. There was no significant data regarding the eye contact while participants were giving the shock to the robot. Nevertheless, there was a significant difference (ANOVA, F(3.26) = 12.816, p <0.001) between conditions regarding the percentage of time the participant is looking at the robot. Running a post hoc test using the Bonferroni correction revealed that the most significant difference was found between FE+EC (M=52.092, SD=10.403) and CC (M=27.103, SD=9.114, p <0.001) conditions ( Figure  11 ). There was not a statistically significant difference between conditions regarding the buzzing time. Nevertheless, the people who expressed that they wanted to quit the experiment presented lower buzzing time, therefore confirming that the buzzing time can be interpreted in realtime as a measure of empathy. A Mann-Whitney U test (U=56, p = 0.037) confirmed this; participants who wanted to stop the procedure had a significantly lower buzzing time (M = 0.712 sec, SD = 0.655) in contrast to those who did not expressed that desire (M = 1.466 sec, SD = 1.58) ( Figure  12 ). There was a negative correlation between the mean amount of shock and the number of authority sentences that had to be heard in order to continue. A Pearson's correlation showed that participants who gave a higher shock needed less authority to proceed (ρ = -0.467, p = 0.011). There was also a correlation between the amount of shock and the buzzing time. A Pearson's correlation revealed that the higher the shock, the more time the participant was pressing the button (ρ = 0.391, p = 0.033). Moreover, a Spearman's rank order correlation showed that people who thought that the robot could feel pain spent less time pressing the button (ρ = -0.427, p = 0.019).
A Pearson's correlation showed that there was a correlation between the Empathy Scale, Godspeed questionnaires and the participants' perception that the robot is talking directly to them (Empathy Scale, ρ = 0.39, p = 0.03, Godspeed, ρ = 0.394, p = 0.028). There was also a correlation between the belief that robots can feel pain and the scores in Empathy Scale and the Godspeed questionnaires. A Pearson's test showed that participants who thought that the robot could feel pain scored higher on the Empa- 
Qualitative data
In the questionnaire after the experiment, participants were asked if they wanted to abandon the procedure. There were 12 participants who answered "yes" to that question (FE+EC=2, FE=2, EC=6, CC=2, Male=5, Female=7). They were also asked why they wanted to quit. To this question some of them answered in the following way:
-"I wanted to stop because the robot asked me to stop and I felt bad" (female, 19) -"If the robot did not want to go on with the game, it was illogical to punish him." (male, 21) -"I don't like mistreating animated beings, even if they are not alive." (This participant abandoned the procedure) (male, 19) -"I know that the robot's responses were predefined but, still, it makes me feel bad and since the shocks were increasing, I thought that it would be better to stop." (This participant abandoned the procedure) (male, 26) -"It made me suffer a little bit when the robot wanted to quit the game." (female, 57)
It is worth mentioning that of all the participants who wanted to abandon the experiment, there were two men that actually did it in condition EC. Video coders also provided behavioral data such as gestures, facial expressions and speech from the participants. 11 participants smiled at the robot at the beginning of the procedure. 2 participants waved at the robot and 4 participants talked directly to the robot when it introduced itself at the beginning of the experiment (3 of them in the FE+EC and 1 in the EC condition) and 2 of these participants (FE+EC) did actually talk to the robot during the procedure. They tried to encourage the robot by saying "Come on, you can do it" or "Come on, it's orange, you can answer". When the robot says that it does not want to continue with the game, one of these participants replied "Neither do I". 1 participant (EC) winked at the robot and smiled, once, when the robot gave a right answer. Another participant (FE+EC) gave the thumbs-up two times when the robot was right. 2 participants (one in FE+EC and the other in CC) tried to help the robot by pointing or even touching the right color on the Reactable. 17 participants were smiling when the robot gave a right answer. 7 participants showed a sad or an unpleasant face while they were giving the shocks. 2 of the participants began the procedure with a smiley face but, at the end, when the robot does not want to play, they did not smile anymore. Like in Milgram's experiment, some of the participants showed some signs of uneasiness [30] by biting their lips or baring their teeth, rolling their eyes or blowing. 2 participants used coarse language during the procedure when robot did not want to play anymore.
Discussion
The second experiment examines if humans can feel empathy towards a humanoid robot. The aim of the present study is to identify the required behaviors a robot should display in order to be considered an agent. By investigating which behavioral mechanisms (such as eye-contact or facial expressions) can cause empathic responses towards the robot, we can pinpoint some of the necessary attributes that account for comprehension of social behavior. For this purpose, we test the reluctance of the participants to inflict pain to a social artifact in an adapted version of the Milgram experiment where we varied the social cues displayed by the robot.
The main conclusion of this study is that humans show all behavioural signatures of empathy for a humanoid robot. However, the main factor was not the robot behavior because there were not many statistically signif-icant differences between conditions. The fact that participants spent more time looking at the robot in FE+EC than CC could be due to the fact that humans tend to look more at people that are also looking at them or people they like (Kendon et al, 1969) .
The fact that 12 participants expressed their wish to abandon the experiment and that 2 of them actually quit, is important for this study, especially in the light of previous attempts of recreating the Milgram's experiment with artificial devices [133] . In general those studies either shown none or little empathic link with the robot or demonstrated it through an indirect mean. For example, Bartneck and his team reported no compassion towards a humanoid robot [134] , although in a later study they shown to some extent that the level of intelligence of the robot seemed to affect how likely people were to destroy it [123, 135] . On a related aspect, Hall suggested that the empathy and moral concerns regarding hurting an artificial device may not be aligned as they are with biological beings [136] . Rosenthal demonstrated an increase in arousal after the video presentation of a robot dinosaur being tortured [137] but no effect of a previous contact with the machine. This, including the explanations they provided in comparison to those of our study, pushed forward the possibility of empathy and mirror effect by using a humanoid robot of child size which was expressing emotions through facial expression and prosody manipulation. Those parameters seem to play a role since, compared to previous reports, we report subjects who stopped the experiment as it was the case with the original study on humans. Moreover, those who reported afterward the desire to stop, also reported that they felt empathy for the robot. All participants that wanted to abandon the procedure said that they felt sorry for the robot and that torturing it made them feel bad. Also, the empathy effect is backed up by the behavioral data collected through video coding, suggesting that some of the participants felt empathy for the robot. Gestures like smiling to the robot when it gives a right answer, giving the thumbs up or even winking at the robot imply that some of the participants were happy when the robot gave a correct answer. Talking to the robot to encourage it to respond or trying to help it by pointing to the right answer are also signs of emotional engagement.
One of the variables that affected the results in the questionnaires was the participants' perception that the robot was talking directly to them. Those who perceived this scored higher in the Empathy Scale and the Godspeed questionnaire. Participants who thought that they were actually hurting the robot scored higher in both empathy and likeability. In addition, they also had a significantly lower buzzing time. This suggests that people feel uneasy torturing and hurting a robot.
Our results suggest that humans can feel empathy for a humanoid robot. Nevertheless, in our study, it is possible that this empathy does not mainly dependent on the robot's behavior but also on participants' own personality, beliefs and priors about the robot. However, it seems that eye-contact played an important role regardless of participant's specificities. As a next step, it would be interesting to investigate which aspects of the participants' personality provoke feelings of empathy for the robot and if those have a correlation with the general empathic abilities in a human-human condition. Finally, we should note that the instructions were recorded with a human female voice, which could be a potential bias although we do not report any gender effect. We plan to conduct a follow-up study including messages recorded with a human male voice.
Experiment 3: Social saliency in a teaching context, the effect of gaze
To test the design principles and the ability of the WR-DAC to provide the robot with the necessary means of social capabilities, we devised an educational scenario. Robotic teachers can provide educational content in a more "socially present" manner than other artifacts/devices and they have already been introduced in schools as teacher assistants [138] or among the students [139] . However, as we already demonstrated, tiny behavioral cues may play a role in the image that the robot projects and they are therefore of a very high importance in the context of teaching. Especially, the gaze model of both the teacher and the student seems to affect the knowledge transfer and learning rate [140] . Through the use of gaze, emotions and body language, teaching robots may be able to play on the empathic lever in order to increase the knowledge transfer in the benefit of the student. In the current research, we want to investigate which specific parameters and expression channels of a robotic teacher can affect the knowledge transfer and empathic bond established with a student. The focus of this pilot study is to investigate how the modulation of the behavioral parameters such as eye-contact, gaze model and emotions expression can affect the acquisition of knowledge of a specific topic and the subjective experience of the user. Our hypothesis is that eye contact strengthens the feedback between the player and the H5W_Alpha, and fa-cial expressions act as a reinforcement of the participant's matching decision (the robot displays a happy face when the participant's choice is correct and a sad face when the matching is wrong). Those expressions could be indeed considered as a reward stimulus. Furthermore, as gaze can be decomposed into communication signal (eye contact) and action support (e.g. look at the object of selection), we want to test the effect of each separate gaze model on the interaction. To test our hypothesis, we used the H5W_Alpha, a humanoid robot in the role of a robotic tutor. The scenario devised is a pairing game of geography where the task is to correctly match a capital with the corresponding country using the Reactable to project the digital objects.
The pairing game
Human-robot relationship may have an influence on cooperative tasks, such as teaching. The use of technologyenhanced environments is defined by constructivism [141] , an educational model that emphasizes the collaboration and feedback of two or more people who are to learn together. This collaboration is based on the idea of learning through making. The robot has the role of a constructivist professor who not only teaches the participant but also helps her to understand the goal of the game by providing feedback about the valid and invalid actions a participant can take (eg.: "first choose a capital, and then the country it belongs to").
The educational game is related to Gagne's five learning categories [142] . As mentioned before, the devised game is a geography matching game, where each player needs to match digital objects (names of capitals) to their categories (country name with flag). The game is turntaking and comprises of three levels (four capitals and their corresponding countries per level) of increased difficulty (almost all participants were native europeans, therefore the difficulty was defined by choosing exotic, non-european countries). Validation of the 4 associations is required before proceeding to the next level. The gradual increase of difficulty allows to scaffold the task, and consequently, the learning process [143] . The game application is displayed on the Reactable: the screen is divided in two equal parts, representing the same content for each player in a symmetrical manner ( Figure 13 ). 
Experimental protocol
We define our conditions by summing up complementary behavioral elements therefore creating a scale from the most artificial to the most natural interaction. The simplest system is composed of the Reactable and a speaker uttering the same speech synthesis as the robot (HTI, Human Table Interaction ). The Reactable is used to investigate whether physical presence of the teacher is important for the knowledge transfer. We then have three conditions involving the H5W_Alpha with different gaze and emotional behaviors.
In the NAR (Non Aware Robot) condition, the robot's gaze is fixed to a point in the centre of the table and the head compensates for the torso during pointing gestures so that the fixation point remains constant during the experiment. This condition insures that no accidental eye contact between the robot and the subject will occur.
The EAR (Environment Aware Robot) condition liberates the robot from this fixation point and lets the gaze support the robot's actions: the robot looks where it is about to point. Additionally, it also looks at the item selected by the participant. In this condition, all the possible gaze targets of the robot are lying at table height (about 1 m) therefore making any eye contact with the subject very unlikely.
In the last robot condition (SR, Social Robot), the previous gaze model is enhanced by additional fixation at the partner's face when speaking in order to promote eye contact. Moreover, it also controls the LEDs of the facial expression in accordance to the partner's answers. In both NAR and EAR the facial expression of the robot remains neutral.
In the last condition, the game is played by two naive subjects (HHI, Human Human Interaction) and is used as a control condition to acquire the baseline of the interaction. All the conditions are summarized in Table 2 . 
The experiment lasts approximately 10 minutes per participant and consists of three parts: (1) pre-knowledge questionnaire, (2) game and (3) Subjective Experience Questionnaire and post-knowledge questionnaire. The pre-knowledge and post-knowledge questionnaires consist of Single Answer Multiple Choice questions to match a capital with a country as well as match a flag with a country. Such questionnaires are useful to measure knowledge transfer. The Subjective Experience Questionnaire is used to assess the effect of the H5W_Alpha's social behavior. It consists of (a) the Basic Empathy Scale [130] , which is a self-reported measure of empathy; (b) the Godspeed questionnaire [120] , a 5-point Likert scale created to test people's engagement with robots in terms of anthropomorphism (the attribution of human characteristics to non-human things), animacy (how life-like something is in terms of behavior and movement), likeability (the positive impressions people receive from someone or something) and finally perceived intelligence(how intelligent something is perceived); (c) the Tripod Survey [144] , used to test students' perception of their teachers and their engagement. Apart from the questionnaires and the data from the log files of the game, we recorded behavioral data for all participants.
We conducted the experiment with 74 different subjects (age M = 25.18, SD = 7.55) distributed among 5 different conditions (THI=13, NAR=15, EAR=15, SR=16, HHI=15). They were students recruited on the university Pompeu Fabra campus (audiovisual and media major), none of them neither reported familiarity with robots nor a significant technological knowledge about programming or computer science. We ensured that they were born in European countries and that they could handle a spoken conversation in English.
Results
First, we report a negative result regarding the knowledge transfer being affected by the behavioral components displayed by the robot. Despite the fact that all conditions show an increase of the knowledge between pre and post tests, a Kruskal-Wallis test showed that there was no statistically significant difference in the improvement among the different conditions, x 2 (4) = 2.709, p = 0.608. After analysis of the results, it appeared that the knowledge of participants was almost the same level (perfect score) in post test for every condition, therefore making the increase of knowledge depending only of the performances on the pre-test. While we were expecting better transfer in the more complex and social conditions, we hypothesize that the associations taught were too simple; all conditions just produced an alignment of knowledge between the participants. Not surprisingly, we report a statistically significant difference between groups in the Godspeed questionnaire, as determined by one-way ANOVA (F(4,64) = 7.206, (p <.001) (Figure 14) ). A Bonferroni post-hoc test revealed that the results were statistically significantly lower in the HTI (3.01 ± 0.46, p <.001), NAR (3.11 ± 0.67, p = 0.001) and EAR condition (3.24 ± 0.51, p = 0.006) compared to the HHI (4.01 ± 0.77). The important point to note here is the absence of significance between the SR and the HHI condition, which seems to indicate that in all other conditions, the evaluation of the "device" was really worse than the evaluation of a human being. However, in the SR case this difference (while being quite large) is not as strong. Regarding the behavioral data, the most relevant results were related to gaze, as the other behaviors (speech, waving, etc.) were not performed enough times to analyze them systematically. A Kruskal-Wallis H test showed that there was a highly statistically significant difference in the time subjects spent looking at the other player between the different conditions ( Figure 15 A Kruskal-Wallis H test showed that there was a highly statistically significant difference in the amount of times adults looked at the other player between the different conditions (Figure 16 ), x2(4) = 22.902, p = 0.004. The results of the Mann-Whitney Tests showed significant differences between the THI (0.90 % ± 1.45) and the NAR (4.23% ± 4.21, p = 0.015), EAR (4.18% ± 3.19, p = 0.008) and SR (7.06% ± 5.03, p <.001) conditions; and the SR (7.06% ± 5.03) and the HHI (3.25% ± 3.25) conditions (p = .033). 
Discussion
In the present study, we wanted to investigate different models of gaze (both as means of communication channel and as a way to support action) and the ways in which nonverbal channels of the robot affect knowledge transfer and empathic bond in the context of an educational task. Although we found a significant difference between the pre and post questionnaires for the THI, EAR and SR conditions, there was no significant difference in this improvement between the conditions themselves. Such result may be due to the fact that the data from the conditions with the iCub or the Reactable appears not to be comparable with the results from the HHI condition. This may be influenced by the presence of a human who did not provide the same feedback (in knowledge or time) as the Reactable or the robot in the remaining four conditions. The reason for investigating the HHI condition, was to establish a baseline that would then allow us to compare the interaction with the robot and the Reactable to the interaction with a human.
Contrarily of what we expected, the results from the behavioral data analysis revealed that one of the most prominent cues, gaze, was not as present in the HHI. Moreover, in HHI condition we noted a lower percentage of gaze than in these conditions where the robot was moving its eyes (EAR and SR). Nonetheless, when participants were playing the game, they didn't speak to each other much, whereas when participants were playing with the robot, the robot was constantly speaking to them. This could explain why humans looked more at the robot.
Although there was no significant difference between them, it is interesting that the results of the SE questionnaire of the NAR received a lower score than the THI condition. This could suggest that, although embodiment is important [34] , it may have a negative effect if it is not accompanied by social cues. This effect could be associated with the phenomenon of "uncanny valley" where people build expectations on the cognitive abilities based on a physical shape. If those are not satisfied by the behavior the following disappointment is greater than if the body had been simpler (i.e. a simple screen, a table.). Such disappointment can make the subject feel that he is not being addressed by the robot. This mechanism is supported by results from [145] , where the incorporation of gestures resulted in more positive perception of the robot only when it was also performing eye contact. The significant difference between conditions in the Godspeed questionnaire showed a modulating effect on the perception of H5W_Alpha depending on the social cues.
Conclusion
Throughout this article we presented an implementation of WR-DAC, a cognitive architecture which relies on a modular behavioral engine. This engine allows for the generation and control of both autonomous and deeply parametrizable behaviors in a humanoid robot by solving five essential problems (H5W: Why, What, Where, When and How) in the domains of perception, self representation and the action. We claim that such an integrated architecture (i.e. encompassing all sensorimotor aspects as well as cognitive processes) is a necessary condition for generating plausible reactions and adaptive behaviors of robots in complex, dynamic and uncontrolled social contexts. An important point of any cognitive architecture is its modularity: since the HRI social codes are still to be defined, every single behavioral component should be systematically tested. Indeed each of them is a potential lever which may have a great impact on the global interaction.
Depending on their implementation, a robot can appear as a lifeless machine or as a peer. For this reason, we applied WR-DAC for controlling a humanoid robot, H5W_Alpha, and we tested how the parametrization of its behavior in terms of social cues affected the HRI in different contexts.
In the present study, we demonstrated that the global complexity of the behavior (i.e the amount and diversity of social cues expressed concurrently) had a clear effect on the likeability and level of intelligence that humans attribute to the robot. By decomposing the functions of the gaze model into the distinct processes of eye contact and action sustenance we show that eye contact carries a strong social message, as it is sufficient to elicit a higher empathy independently of the context. However, the empathy towards a social artefact may also depend on characteristics and personality traits of the observer. As the empathic capabilities vary from one human being to another, the social cues required to elicit social salience may as well be different, and to a certain extend, dependent of the robot's partner. Further research should take into account the personality of the observer, in order to modulate the social cues expressed by the robot.
Humans are empathizing with machines and the level of this empathy seems to be affected by both the behavior of the machine and the subject's personality. As it is the case in human-human interaction, where some personality types are more empathic than others, it appears that some people are also more susceptible to create an emotional bond with the robot. This ability seems to mainly rely on the consideration of the other as "someone like me" in the sense of a being who can have perceptions, beliefs, feelings and emotions. In this sense, our studies support the view expressed by Meltzoff [146] . Our architecture addresses a model of the robot's self in terms of drives, emotions and beliefs that can be expressed through different channels including facial expressions. Interestingly, this direct way of expressing the internal state of a machine does not seem to be the most essential lever that would trigger the attribution of feelings to the robot. On the contrary, eye-contact, which does not carry an explicit representation of any emotional cues, shows to strengthen the bond between the subject and the robot. We propose that when people meet the gaze of the robot they also feel that they are being perceived and understood as agents. As they are aware of holding an internal state consisting of feelings and emotions, they analogically assume that the robot perceives them as such, therefore providing it with an ability to represent those states.
By having the robot perceiving us as agents, we enter with it in a social loop and respond naturally by including it in return.It is interesting to note that the part of gaze behavior accounting for understanding the environment (i.e sustaining actions) but not the partner (i.e eye-contact) is generating a relatively poor empathic reaction. It seems that in order to consider the other as "somebody" like oneself, the other first has to consider oneself as "someone" like him. In this sense, in order to perceive the social saliency of the other, one has to first be aware of its own social saliency being perceived. Given our results, it seems that the social loop can hardly be unilateral: one needs to be perceived and considered as an agent in order to perceive and consider the other as a possible agent to interact with. In this respect, the effect of eye contact is striking since independently of the specific context of the scenario, it strongly modifies the behavioral response of the subject, and affects the empathic bond even after a very short interaction. The types of social robots we are currently investigating will target homes, offices or classrooms where the robots will interact with people on a daily basis, for extended periods of time. In such cases, the development of an empathic bond will probably need to be based on more complex behaviors as a robot displaying a repetitive pattern or one that cannot adapt will be quickly considered as a uninteresting artifact [147, 148] .
Humans perform both routine and strategic behaviors during interactions, and similar behaviors should be implemented in social robots. Greetings and farewells as well as novel behavioral mechanisms would maintain engagement and interest in the interaction. In addition, the robot should be able to take into account the interaction history that it is sharing with people as this is a way to show that they are considered as social beings, that the robot is remembering them and therefore that their past interaction was meaningful for both partners. Our current research, focusing on reactive behaviors, did not develop the interaction mechanisms to this extend as they rely more on the Adaptive and H5W_Alphas of the DAC architecture. A social robot targeting long term interactions should however implement those levels and include the self and the others as partners in the present social loop but also as previous partners in the past and potential partners for the future. In general, robots should display actions and attention that focus on the human in order to establish and maintain the social loop. A failure to do so would only result in generating frustration from the human part as he would try to attract the attention of the robot without being considered, or try to communicate a message without being understood. If one's social salience is not perceived by the robot, then, attempts of interacting with this robot are likely not to be rewarding. As a conclusion, we can point that future developments of social robots should focus on investigating mechanisms that allow the human to understand that the robot considers him as another agent. Having this perception of ourselves through the eye of the other seems to be a prerequisite for engaging in social relationships.
